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CheckinAsyst® is an automated platform for 
patient intake and communication that 
engages your patients in their care delivery. By 
digitizing paperwork and automating 
workflows, you can free up your sta� to focus 

more on what matters for your practice- quality patient care! 

CheckinAsyst leverages integration capabilities o�ered by the 
leading EHR/PM so�ware in the market to deliver rich 
functionalities for your practice*

Reimagine Patient Intake
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CheckinAsyst has helped us eliminate costly paper, enhanced our 
ability to collect more revenue, and improved the overall check-in 
process and patient experience.

We included mandatory questions in the patient forms to collect 
quality measures for MIPS. I am happy to say, we already achieved 
the highest allowable points this year for quality.

 

65%
increase in

patient payment
collection

15 minutes
saved per patient

by clinicians

20%
decrease in patient

no-shows with
appointment

reminders

50%
or more reduction

in patient
wait times

*Varies based on your EHR/PM system 
*CheckinAsyst functionalities are available only if the patient appointment
  data is captured by the platform from the EHR/PM at least once.



CheckinAsyst leverages its unmatched 
clinical integration to send patient intake 
data directly into your EHR. Your clinical sta� 
and providers can review patient-reported 
data, and send it back to the respective EHR 

fields, all without any manual entries.  

Reduce clicks and keystrokes 

Update patient charts in a single click

Capture error-free data

Improve Efficiency of Your
Clinical Workflows

An easy-to-navigate dashboard serves as the 
command center for your front o�ice. This 
comprehensive view of your schedule allows 
your sta� to monitor and control patient 
check-in, launch on-demand forms, and 

access detailed insurance eligibility information. Reconcile 
patient updates into your PM so�ware in just a click. The 
front o�ice can schedule auto-generated reports to track 
relevant metrics.

The Front Office Command Center

Eliminate long queues

Accomplish a paperless front-office

Accelerate patient payment collection

Gain powerful insights on revenue collection

Increase focus on patient care rather than paperwork



Don’t keep patient dues on the back-burner anymore. 
CheckinAsyst o�ers flexible and patient-friendly ways to collect 
patient dues. This includes:

With CheckinAsyst, collecting and reporting Patient-Reported 
Outcomes (PRO) becomes a breeze-be it SDOH, data for MIPS 
reporting, or data for other compliance and grant requirements.

Use Patient-Reported Outcome
(PRO) to Your Advantage

Improve the Financial Health of
Your Practice

The intake process can be quite dynamic, 
and many a time, patients are required to 
complete more forms besides the standard 
workflow. With CheckinAsyst, you don't have 
to resort to paper in such cases. You can 

easily trigger an on-demand form for a specific patient to 
make it part of their workflow.

CheckinAsyst’s extensive form library includes health 
assessments for various specialties including: 

On-demand Forms that Suit Your
Dynamic Workflows

Orthopedics

Pediatrics

Surgical

Behavioral Health 

OB-GYN 

Neurology

Family Care 

Urgent Care 

& Many More 



POS collections 

Online payment with website widget 

Payment plans configured based on appointments

Payment collection for patients without appointments





CheckinAsyst allows you to set up a check-in workflow that 
works best for you and your patients.

The Flexibility You Expect

 

 

 



"Use Your Own Device" option for patients to 
pre-register from home, confirm arrival using QR code, 
or even complete intake at the facility
Self-service or assisted patient check-in modes
Choice of form factors including stand-alone and 
tabletop kiosks and hand-held check-in devices
Multilingual support for intake forms (English, Spanish, 
and Arabic)
Ad-free and user-friendly interface with no app,
no password



Security and Compliance
Our customers’ data security and privacy is 
our top concern. CheckinAsyst is a 
HIPAA-compliant solution developed by an 
ISO 270001 and SOC 2 Type II compliant 
organization.

CheckinAsyst Communication Hub o�ers you 
all the necessary tools to enable seamless, 
real-time, secure, and compliant communication 
with your patients.

Pick and choose from an array of o�erings and the channel 
of your choice that includes email, text messaging, and
voice messages. The o�erings include:

Patient Communication Hub

Appointment reminders - Actionable and automated

Payment reminders - Built with secure payment link

Patient broadcasts - For custom, targeted messaging 

Secure chat - Patient & staff-initiated chat 

Patient surveys - Flexible, custom survey options



CheckinAsyst o�ers zero-touch workflows 
for a safe and convenient check-in 
experience for your patients. This includes:

Zero-touch Intake

CheckinAsyst has partnered with an industry 
leading self-scheduling solution. With its 
AI-driven workflows, practices can manage 
their appointment schedule with minimal 
sta� intervention. 

CheckinAsyst’s Intake for Telehealth module 
allows easy management of virtual visits via 
the CheckinAsyst Dashboard. We are 
vendor-agnostic and can work with a 
telehealth solution of your choice.

Patient Self-scheduling 

Intake for Telehealth 

 

 

 

Ability for patients to complete their pre-visit 
information from home using their mobile or 
computer 
Patients can review or update their demographic and 
clinical data, complete assessments, and sign consent 
forms 
Option to pay copays and balances via flexible 
payment modes before the visit 
QR code-based arrival confirmation
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